
The Cursed Pen 

(Depict a very powerful movie about the cursed education system in today with a melancholic 

story.) 

 

A child in a white clothes draws something on the window. It is a weird looking painting of a 

book. As the camera moves around him, we see him now in a colorful school suit draws a lovely 

painting on a paper holding it on to a window, while all other students are concentrating studying 

hard. 

Back to the earlier place, a nurse shouts to him in a distance. The boy looks scared and moves in 

to a corner. The nurse grab a cloth furiously and wash away the painting. As she scrubs the weird 

painting maniacally the boy starts to weep and run away. As the camera runs behind him, we see 

him now again in a color suit running happily outside the school garden touching flowers and 

chasing butterflies. 

Back to the dark place, the boy found a proper place to hide and weeps. Suddenly a footstep 

appears in a heavy tone and the boy stops weeping and look at the door with a whitened face and 

bury his face in arms. Door opens and a hand reaches to him and instead of hitting him, it caress 

his head. Surprisingly the boy looks up and in a pure happiness cuddles the mysterious person. 

Back in the colorful place, the boy sitting in a bench happily exploring the beauty of park. Oddly 

though he rips the pages in a book in a hateful way and everyone passes by look at him in a 

weird way. He keeps doing for a while and when an old man passes by him, old man’s purse 

falls to the ground and keep walking unaware of it. The boy stops doing what he was doing and 

takes the purse, search inside and look at him in a mistrustful way. Fade out.  

Back to the dark place, the hand takes the boy in a cautious way without getting others attention 

in the dark place. The boy is not afraid now, as he has the company of the hand. They were about 

to get caught in one certain place, but somehow eluded the situation and walk away.  

Back to the park, when the boy returns to the bench, there is an attractive looking, 20s girl sitting 

in the bench observing the ripped pages. The girl notices the boy and share a pleasant smile. The 

boy still looks at her in a suspicious way without any responds. The girl then takes a paper out of 



her bag and shows it to him. There is a large red mark on the paper mentioning, failed. The boy 

then smiles and sits next to her happily and the girl tears the exam paper laughing. The old man 

whose purse falls earlier returns to them and smile at them. An ice cream man approaches to 

them and he buys two ice creams for them taking out the money from his purse. 

Back to the dark place, camera is positions to some disgusting food in a table which are not even 

close to delicious. After a while the hand and the boy arrives there. We now understand the hand 

is actually the girl in the park. They both reaches into a door after avoiding all the obstacles. The 

girl and the boy shares a smile looking at each and enter to the room. Fade out. 

Back in the park, the girl chases the boy joyfully in the park. They relish every moment of their 

being together splashing water, feeding birds, touching leaves, staring at sky and other various 

things they can have fun of. However they come to stop in a certain place and look at it desolate. 

It is another girl with bunch of books next to her. Her face is looks tired and horrified and trying 

to study in a scared look. The boy feels sympathy and reaches to her and extends his hand. She 

stares at the hand in a confused way. Abruptly, the mother who we assume so, interrupt them and 

commands girl to leave immediately while giving an evil look to the boy and the girl. They leave 

soon and the boy and the girl stares at them in an empty look. Camera rotates around then and… 

Dissolve in the dark place. The girl and the boy look at high and keep gazing. Eventually the boy 

start to smiles and holds the girl’s hand happily. The girl responds with a pleasant smile at she 

did in the park. As the camera zoom out, we notices colorful paintings of the both girl and boy 

piled up entire wall of their memories at the park.  

 

The End.   


